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Overview

The reinterpretation of an icon: the unique design of 
Infra-Structure evolves thanks to a new, extremely 
simplified modular concept. The subtle but visually 
stunning elements can be combined to characterize any 
architectural space with a strong stage presence.
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Overview
Structure

Subtle, incredibly versatile tubular structure. 
Thanks to a special connection system, it is 
possible to combine vertical and horizontal 
elements to create three-dimensional combinations 
using linear and geometric modules.

The extreme simplicity of the elements and the 
speed with which they can be combined allows to 
free up the creativity of the project and to achieve 
innumerable combinations.



Colour

Materials

Finishing

Black / White

Extruded aluminium painted in 
powder coating

Matte powder coating

Top Anchors

End cap
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Overview
Structural elements
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Rod for Light Tubes

Rod for Light Suspensions
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Structure
Characteristics

Suspension Rod
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Light Tube RodEnd CapTop Anchor 
Ø60

Top Anchor 
Ø140

H: 100mm / 200mm / 400mm / 600mm / 800mm / 1000mm H: 100mm / 200mm / 400mm / 600mm / 800mm / 1000mm



Colour

Materials

Finishing

Black / White

Aluminium painted in powder 
coating

Matte powder coating

Light Tube Direct / Indirect Light Tube Indirect

Light Tube Covered
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Light Modules
Overview
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Suspension Panel 600



Model: Light Tube Direct Light Tube Indirect Light Tube Covered Suspension Cone 300 Suspension Cone 400 Suspension Panel 600

Source: Top LED Top LED Top LED Power LED Power LED Power LED

CCT (K): 27K / 30K 27K / 30K 27K / 30K 27K / 30K 27K / 30K 27K / 30K

Driving Voltage (V): 48 Vdc 48 Vdc 48 Vdc 48 Vdc 48 Vdc 48 Vdc

Power - Driver inc. (W): 25W/m 25W/m 25W/m 15W 22W 40W

Beam Angle (º): Diffused (106º) Diffused (106º) Diffused NA NA Diffused (113º)

Source Output (lm): Up to 2230 lm/m Up to 2230 lm/m Up to 2230 lm/m Up to 1400 lm Up to 2400 lm Up to 3380 lm

Fixture Output (lm): Up to 1680 lm/m Up to 1680 lm/m NA NA NA Up to 1618 lm

Imax (cd): Up to 594 cd Up to 594 cd NA NA NA Up to 565 cd

Efficacy (lm/W): 67 lm/W 67 lm/W NA NA NA 40 lm/W

CRI: >90 >90 >90 >90 >90 >90
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Lighting 
Characteristics
Overview

The chart resumes the most important lighting values and 
specifications for each of the product solutions available in the 
collection.
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Model: temperature
Color 

rendering
index

Red 
component

Color fidelity Color gamut
Color 

coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
deviation

from black
body

SUSPENSION 
CONES

Measurements in 
progress, the chart 

will be updated
during the next weeks

CCT CRI CRI R9 TM30 Rf TM30 Rg x y Δuv

2700K 93 82 91 100 0,4556 0,3944 -0,0057

3000K 95 97 94 104 0,4291 0,3799 -0,0089

Model: temperature
Color 

rendering
index

Red 
component

Color fidelity Color gamut
Color 

coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
deviation

from black
body

SUSPENSION 
PANEL

Measurements in 
progress, the chart 

will be updated
during the next weeks

CCT CRI CRI R9 TM30 Rf TM30 Rg x y Δuv

2700K 93 82 91 100 0,4556 0,3944 -0,0057

3000K 95 97 94 104 0,4291 0,3799 -0,0089

Model: temperature
Color 

rendering
index

Red 
component

Color fidelity Color gamut
Color 

coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
coordinate
cie 1931

Color 
deviation

from black
body

LIGHT TUBES

Measurements in 
progress, the chart 

will be updated
during the next weeks

CCT CRI CRI R9 TM30 Rf TM30 Rg x y Δuv

2700K 93 82 91 100 0,4556 0,3944 -0,0057

3000K 95 97 94 104 0,4291 0,3799 -0,0089
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Lighting 
Characteristics
Chromaticity*

*Graphics refer to the 3000K versions

Color rendition is one of the key features to consider in a professional 
solution. The graphics below show all the most important parameters to 
consider in order to define the color reproduction capacity of our lighting 
tools.
A rich even Spectrum together with a balanced saturation and high 
fidelity is essential to approach all sort of high quality installations.
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Lighting 
Characteristics
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Light Tube Direct

Light Tube Indirect

Light Tube Covered

Suspension Cone 300

Suspension Cone 400

Suspension Panel 600
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Installation

Surface mounting on plasterboard ceilings.
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— As in a three-dimensional network, simply define the 
vertical axes of the structure and then connect them visually 
(and electrically) with lighting modules that can freely rotate 
360º. 
An incredible installation flexibility is guaranteed.



The mechanical connection between the individual 
modules that make up the structure is made through a 
screw system that guarantees a fast and safe installation. 
Each module is locked in place by integrating a small, 
almost invisible grub screw once the installation is 
complete.

The electrical connections of the lighting modules are 
extremely simple to make. Each lighting element is 
completed by a long 5m electrical cable equipped with 
an output micro-connector.
The cable runs through all the different sections of the 
vertical structure and is then connected to the central 
grid in the ceiling.

Easy locking of all the elements.
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Installation
Mechanical Connections
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Installation
2 different Rod modules

Suspension Rod Light Tube RodTwo simple things to keep in mind: 

1. Structure is made up of vertical elements 
that can be composed one on top of 
each other.

2. Light elements can either be horizontal 
or suspended, depending on the light 
element required a dedicated vertical 
rod is available.

Easy locking of all the elements.



As in a three-dimensional network, simply define the 
vertical axes of the structure and then connect them 
visually (and electrically) with lighting modules that can 
freely rotate 360º. An incredible installation flexibility is 
guaranteed.
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Installation
Total flexibility

Top Anchor

Suspension Rod 400

Light Tube Rod 1000

End Cap

Light Tube Direct



The mechanical connection between the individual 
modules that make up the structure is made through a 
screw system that guarantees a fast and safe installation. 
Each module is locked in place by integrating a small, 
almost invisible grub screw once the installation is 
complete.

The electrical connections of the lighting modules are 
extremely simple to make. Each lighting element is 
completed by a long 5m electrical cable equipped with 
an output micro-connector.
The cable runs through all the different sections of the 
vertical structure and is then connected to the central 
grid in the ceiling.

Easy locking of all the elements.
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Installation
Electrical Connections
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Control options
Infra-Structure Episode 2 is a 48V constant current electrical 
system. Remote 48V power supply not included.

Control

• DALI: broadcasting remote control (dimming of all the 
luminaires in a single group).

• 1/10V: broadcasting remote control (dimming of all the 
luminaires in a single group).

• Casambi: broadcast control through a tablet or smartphone 
application (FLOS Control®). App needed for mobile 
devices (available in Apple Store y Google Play).

ON-OFF

FLOS / The Micro Running Magnet / Product
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Service 
Mainteinance

Easy installation, easy maintenance!

All light modules are equipped with a micro connector 
which makes it extremely easy to let them be changed 
and replaced in case a different layout is required.

The driver itself, usually the most critical component in a 
system, can be easily accessible thanks to its remote 
installation in to the false ceiling.
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Smart and safe electrical 
connection

Easy locking of all components with 
just one tool!
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How to order

Define the axis

Choose the rod

Add a layer

Close the structure

Select the correct number of 
anchors to start your composition 
(use the140mm option to let the 
driver pass through)

Select the correct rod, there are 
dedicated rods for either linear 
lighting modules or cones and 
panel modules

You can add as many layers as you 
want. Select and new rod and install 
it on top of the previous one

Use dedicated end caps to close 
the vertical rods in the strutcure 
when they don’t end with Cone or 
Panel modules.

Cones and PanelDiffused light

Rods L L: 100mm / 200mm / 400mm / 
600mm / 800mm / 1000mm

L: 900mm / 1200mm / 1500mm

L

Anchors

Rods L

End caps
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